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SUMMARY

Experimental results on the frequency spectra, vibration modes,

and structural damping of a series of thin-walled cylinders sub-

jected to internal pressure are presented.

Within the estimated accuracy, the experimental results show

good agreement with the features predicted by the linear theory

of elastic shells.



SYMBOLS

p internal pressure, pounds per square inch, gage

PT pressure in the tension control bellows, pounds per square

inch, gage

m number of longitudinal half-waves

f frequency, cycles per second

arip relative amplitude

N tension in the axial direction of the shell, pounds per inch

N 0 tension in circumferential direction of the shell, pounds

per inch

p density of shell material

h wall thickness

L length of cylinder

vi



INTRODUCTION

Recent studies (Refs. 1 -4) on the vibration of thin cylindrical shells

under internal pressure show several rather surprising results:

i. The natural frequencies are arranged in an order

which has little relation to the complexity of the

nodal pattern.

2. At small values of internal pressure, the mode

corresponding to the lowest frequency is very

sensitive to the variation of internal pressure.

The nodal pattern at the lowest frequency changes

rapidly with the internal pressure.

3. Beginning with the unpressurized case, the lowest

frequency first increases rapidly with increasing

internal pressure, then the rate of increase slows

down until ultimately it varies with the square root

of the internal pressure.

In orde- to verify these results, experiments were performed on

models available at the time. Frequency data were obtained which

give good correlation with the theory; but, owing to the small size

of the models, only the simpler vibration modes could be determined

with certainty. Those determined, %owever, did agree with the

theoretical predictions. An effort was made also to determine the

damping characteristics of the model.



SECTION I

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

TEST SPECIMENS

The models used for the tests (see Fig. I) were cylinders with a 3. 5-inch

in3ide diameter, made of 24S-H aluminum alloy sheets (condenser foil)

of three thickne.3ses--0. 001, 0. 00Z, and 0. 003 inches, and three axial

lengths--it, 7, and 3.5 inches. The material was furnished by Alcoa, and

the cylinders were made by the Task Corporation, Pasadena, The cylinders

were made by cementing the sheets together with lap joints in the axial direc-

tion. The two ends were cemented to rings which provided a seal for internal

pres sure.

The end rings were made of brass and were much heavier than the cylinders,

thus ensuring circular cross sections at the ends. The end rings were free

to move longitudinally and, to a certain degree, were free to rotate as a

rigid body.

Figure I shows the test specimen, the pressurization system, and the

vibration pick-up buttons. Th• front end of the cylinder was sealed by a

solid nose. The end rings of thc test specimen rested on a 2-inch-diameter

central shaft which had holes ;onveying the controlled internal pressure

iito the cylinder. Nitrogen bottles wýore u-ed as a pressure source. It was

possible to control the internal pressure to within limits of +0. 01 psi.

At the rear end of the test specimen, the end ring was fastened ta a float-

ing ring which was sealed against the shaft by a flexible bellovw's. To this

floating ring were attached four bellows w.hich were capable of exerting a

longitudinal compressive load on the cylinder, and tw.,o bellows capable of

exerting a tensile load on the cylinder, By controlling the pressures in

thece bellovws, the axial stress in the cylindrical shell was controlled over

a very vde range,

TEST SETUP

Figure 2 ohowv a ochematic diagram of the test setup. The motion of f'-e

rvlinr•oi ;.*a ezc ,ed bya i;aound generator through a loud speaker. The



output from xLe speaker was so adjusted as to maintain a constant sound

level of 70 db at a microphone situated about 2 ft from the cylinder. The

speaker was placed about 2 ft on the opposite side of the cylinder. (Changing

the ;peaker location and direction did not seem to have any significant

effect on the frequence response. ) During a resonant oscillation, the

cylinder itself generated a considerable amount of sound. It would be

desizra1e to maintain a constant level of the excitation; but this was not

possible because the sound intensity from the sound generator and speaker

was not a smooth function of frequency but was rather erratic. Since only

the resultant of the sound generated by the speaker and the cylinder was

kept constant, the excitation near the resonance condition was less than

70 db. In other words, the resonance peak in the frequency response

curves of the cylinder oscillation were artificially reduced in amplitude.

This fact must be remembered in interpreting the relative amplitude data

presented later.

It was pcssible to maintain a 70-db sound level between approximately

100 to 8000 cps. Beyond 8000 cps, the output from the speaker dropped

sharply. The natural frequencies of the cylinder were recognized through

resonz nce.

The motion of the cylinder was measured by the variation of the gap

between the cylinder and a number of brass buttons which rested on an

inner ti~be of polysteyrene. The cylinder and the buttons were charged

and formed individual condensers, the variation in capacitance of which

was me:tured. Tne gap between the cylinder and the button was nominally

0. 040 in under no-load condition; however, this spacing could not be con-

trolled very accurately. Only the relative variations in output of a given

button w:re of significance, whereas the absolute values of the output by

various b.tton& muot not be regarded as too significant.

It wvas nieccssary to insert vacuum tubes right next to the brass buttons

iaside the cylinder; hence, in a continued run, the fyliwler became quite

hot to the touch.



Buttons I through 13 were of 1/2- by 1/2-inch cross section; buttons 14

through 24 were of 1/8- by 1/8-inch cross section. Figure 3 shows the

numbering of the buttons. For the Il-inch models, there were 24 buttons,

with 10 butt#-ns equally spaced along an aidal line and two circles of 8 but-

tons each uniformly spaced. For the 7-inch models, only buttons 1-12

were used; for the 3. 5-inch models, only buttons 2-l i.

Figure 2 also shows the pressurization system. The internal pressure

was checked by manometer and, much more sensitively, by a Honeywell-

Brown read-out device which had been calibrated by a mercury micro-

manometer.

INSTRUMENTATION

Figure 4 shows schematically the instrumentation used in measuring the

signal from the pick-up buttons. A selector switch was used because the

instruments could read the signal from only one button at a time. After

passing through an amplifier, the signal was observed in three ways:

i. Oscilloscope. This showed the wave form, relative amplitude,

and Lissajou curves between signals coming from any two

buttons. Lissajou curves were recorded photographically by

a Polaroid-Land camera, and were used to identify the vibra-

tion modes. In the last mentioned function, one button, usually

No. 3, was selected as a reference and Lissajou curves with

respect to the other buttons were recorded.

2. Harmonic Wave Analyzer. A Model 300A Harmonic Wave

Analyzer, made by the Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif.,

was used. It was a selective voltmeter, covering the audio

spectrum from 30 to 16, 000 cps. It had a voltage range from

I mv to 500 volts, with an over-all voltage accuracy of +57.

Selectivity was so set that when the deviation from the center

frequency was 30 cps there was a drop of 40 db in response.

Frequency was read from a Berkeley Universal Counter and

Timer, Model 5510, This counter could also be connected to

the sound geierator to read the frequency of the forcing function.

4



3. Voltmeter. The signal could also be read directly from a volt-

meter. It was found that a direct correlation existed between

the voltmeter readings and the harmonic wave analyzer readings.

Hence, whenever it was ascertained that the cylinder vibration

frequency agreed with the speaker frequency, the relative ampli-

tude of the cylinder motion was read from the voltmeter.

With respect to the measurement of phase relationship between th- signals

from the various buttons, a Type 405 Precision Phase Meter, made by the

Advance Electronics Co., Passaic, N. J., was used at the beginning;

however, its use was so time-consuming that it was discontinued later.

TEST PROCEDURE

Each series of tests began with the unpressurized case. The frequency

spectrum was first determined, the phase relationship and mode shapes

were then studied, and from time to time the damping characteristics

were recorded. In several cases of the unpressurized cylinder, measure-

ments on the frequency and damping were made both with and without the

nose seal. No significant difference was discovered. Spot checks were

made also on the effect of the longitudinal tension control bellows on the

frequency and damping; when these bellows are unpressurized they should

have little effect on the vibration of the cylinder. Experiments dA-d show

that neither the frequency nor the damping was appreciably affected by

inserting or removing the bellows. Details of the measurements are

described below.

Frequency Spectrum

During each run an internal pressure was selected and maintained constant.

The sound generator was then tuned to give a 70-db sound at a low frequency.

This frequency was measured by the Berkeley counter. When this exciting

frequency was varied, the output from the pick-up buttons varied. In most

cases it was quite easy to pick out a resonance peak either on the oscillo-

scope or on the voltmeter. But there were cases in which large responses

occurred over a fairly wide band of frequencies, and it was somewhat diffi-

cult to decide which were the natural frequencies, Occasionally beating

occurred, as could be seen on the oscilloscope. There were also cases in



which the wave form appeared complicated. These difficulties were

disturbing at first sight, but after some reflection it appeared to be

just what should be expected, because of the general behavior of a

cylinder and of the effect of slight degrees of asymmetry that existed

in the model. More detailed discussion will follow in a later section.

Mode Shape

At a resorance condition, the amplitude and phase of the signal from

various buttons (with respect to button 3) were determined one by one.

These were then plotted (see Fig. iZ) to show the instantaneous geo-

metrical relations. For simpler modes, it was possible to ascertain

the mode shape. The determination was limited only by the number of

Dick-up buttons. Examples of Lissajou curves are shown in Figure 12.

The signal from button 3 was chosen as the x-component, and that from

the other buttons as the y-component. Plotting in the same way as be-

fore determined the mode shape whenever permissible.

Damping Characteristics

The sharpness of the sound generator, the sharpness of the cylinder

response signal, and the frequency response curve near resonance

were measured. The inference of damping characteristics will be

discussed later.



SECTION II

TEST RESULTS

FREQUENCY

Tables I through 8 show the frequency spectra recorded. In these tables,
"tif" denotes frequency in cycles per second, "amp" denotes relative ampli-

:ude in millivolts read from the voltmeter or harmonic analyzer, and "p"

LS the internal pressure in psig, i.e., the pressure differential across the

3hell.

rhe model designation 11-001 indicates that the axial length of the model

vas 11 inches and that the wall thickness was 0.001 inch. Similarly,

. 5-002 means a length of 3. 5 inches and a wall thickness of 0. 002 inch.

ill tables, unless specifically mentioned, refer to models in which the

.xial-tension and compression control bellows were removed. The fre-

-uencies so observed are plotted as small circles in Figures 5-10.

;ome footnotes must be added. In model 11-001, a large response at a

requency of 175 cps was observed at all values of pressure p, and a

maller response at a frequency of 555 cps was present at all values of p

reater than 0. Z. These responses were identified by the mode-shape

eterminations from the Lissajou curves as the firr- and second rigid-

ody modes (m = 1, Z; n = 1); they belong ýu a different category of vibra-

ton in which the inertia of the masses attached to the ends of the cylinder

ecomes of importance, hence they are not listed in Table 1.

i the model 11-002, a small response at a frequency of 172 cps was

oserved at p = 0 and 0. 10 psig; at a frequency of 760 cps, a large

asponse was observed at p = 1. 0, whereas, rather smell respono-s

ere observed at p = Z. 0, 3.0, and 4. 95 psig. Although no examination

€ these mode shapes wars made, it was assumed that they also corres-

rnded to the first and second rigid-body modes, therefore, these fre-

xencies have been omitted from Table 2. In Tables 3-8, all of the

)served frequencies were recorded.

Lgure I I shows a continuous plot of the frequency response of cylinder

001 at a nominal pressure of 0, 50 psig, with the axial-tension control



bellows inserted, to the sound excitation whose resultant output was 70 db.

There were areas in which the response was very large over a wide range

of frequencies. These occurred when there were several natural frequencij3

in the same neighborhood. This figure is a simplification of the actual pic-

ture which contains many more little peaks and valleys in the frequency

response curves. In taking the readings for Tables i-8, these small bumps

were neglected, except in Table 7, which was taken in greater detail.

Table 3 for model 11-003 and Table 6 for model 3.5-001 are briefer than

the others. Only the most obvious resonances were recorded in these tables.

The data in Table 8 refer to a model 11-001 in which the axial-tension control

bellows were inserted and pressurized. This particular set of data and also

those of Figure 11, however, were taken when nitrogen bottles as the source

of pressure were not available, and the laboratory air line was connected to

pressurize the cylinder. The control of pressure was very difficult under

this condition, and it fluctuated beyond control. The data, therefore, can

serve only to show trends in which the p-readings were merely nominal.

The following information is needed for interpretation of the data in Table 8.

The net area of the tension bellows was 0. 52 sq in., and the membrane ten-

sion in the axial direction induced in the cylinder wall was therefore

0.52 P

N = 1 . Tr = 0. 0472 lb per inch,

where PT is the pressure in the bellows in psig. This should be added to

the membrane tension caused by the internal pressure

N pa effective free end area

x Z cylinder cross section

p a 6.06.inch2

9. 61 inch

S0. 552 p, lb per inch

- 0. 315 N .

8



The theoretical correction to frequency due to the pressure in the tension

bellows can be expressed most concisely in terms of the change in the

square of the frequency, AfZ, where f is in cycles per second,

= ZN
mfZ- x 377 m

4 p h'L PT'

m is the number of axial half-waves, and PT is in psig. By comparing

the figures in Table i, it can be seen that the theoretical corrections are

not large.

Each spectrum in these tables terminated at a reading beyond which the

response signals were rather small, under which condition the deter-

mination of resonance became dubious.

Table 4 gives an illustration of an unsuccessful way of determining the

lowest frequency, and it also shows a peculiar characteristic of cylinder

vibration. In this test, the lowest frequency was determined at p = 0.

The pressure was then increased in small steps, while the frequency was

varied in small increments in such a way that a large response was held

on the oscilloscope. It was thought that the lowest frequency, as a function

of intaernal pressure, could thus be traced. These points were plotted in

Figure 7 as a circle with a dagger. It was apparent that the frequency-

pressure trace did not follow a single mode-shape line, but that it shifted
to another mode as the operation proceeded without any obvious warning.

MODE SHAPE

Vibration mode studies were concentrated on the 1 8-inch models.

Altogether more than 40 modes were identified for the i 1-001 model.

Figure 12 shows a few ezramples of the approximate determination of

the vibration modes. The film recorded the Lissajou curves, from

various buttons successively. The x-component was from button 13.

The y-component was from other buttons arranged in the following

manner:

9



© 0

© 50

o 0

A line in the second quadrant means in phase with button 3; that in the

first quadrant means out of phase. The circuit for button 8 was open

during the recording, hence the trace for that button appeared as a hori-

zontal line. The attenuation for buttons 14-24 was 10 times smal-ler than

that used for buttons 1- 13.

As mentioned previously, the nominal distance of 0. 040 inch between the

shell and the buttons was not controlled. Hence the accuracy of the rela-

tive amplitude was not high and has only a qualitative significance.

Several examples of the Lie sajou curves are shown in Figure 12 together

with the mode shapes which were determined from them.

Results obtained from the harmonic analyzer, voltmeter. and the phase

meter agreed wiell with the Lissajou curve determinations. For con-

ciseness these data are not presented here.

Because of the complicated mode shapes (large n) for very thin cylinders

at low pressure (p =0, or 0. 05 psi), the determination of the modes

t0



was difficult with the relatively small number (24) of sensing elements

used. At higher internal pressure, however, the modes corresponding

to the lower frequencies were readily recognized.

All modes identified agreed with the theoretical predictions.

DAMPING

The sharpness of the frequency output of the sound gener-ator, at specific

settings, was measured. Some typical curves, chosen for several fre-

quencies ranging from 500-4000 cycles per second are shown in Figure 13.

The amplitude scale wLs arbitrarily chosen so that these carves appear to

be more or less of the same height

The sharpness of the response of the cylinder at a specific forcing fre-

quency is shown in Figure .4. The frequency response, ie . the variation

of peak response values with the forcing frequencies, is illustrated in

Figure 15.

The miost striking features of all the curves shown in Figures 13-15 is

that the half-band wid'h in frequen(cv did not seem to vary Mrich with

frequency range and internal pressure; nor did it vwry much with inser-

tion or removal of the axial-tensionr- control be'lows. Thc results from

the harmonic analyzer and the volrneter appeared similar, although

there were some difference'ý irt the details. These differences were

well within the experimental ac.,urac y and cannot be anaJ'yzed with cer-

tainty.

To interpret the above result, an analysis was made ',see appendix) of

the expeci.ed half- bnd width a,, d func fon of the sharpness of the forcing

function. the dmping characteristics 'transler function; of the cylinder,

and the resonance characteristics of the harmonic analyzer. It is con-

cluded that the half-band width of the transfer function is about equal to

that of the harmonic analyzer The structural damping coefficient, g,

as ordinarily used in flutter analysis, does not remain constant; instead

the product gf, does remain nearlyconstant for a wide range of fre-

quencies, The experimental resu.ts may be summarized as

gf : 6 CVCle.,

I f I~l I"• I



where f is the frequency in cycles per second. Since gf is ordinarily

identified as the viscous damping coefficient, one may say that the

damping characteristircs of the model were of a viscous nature. More

precisely, i, In represents the nth normal mode of the cylinder, the

Lagrange equation of motion for free oscillation may be written in the

form

0n + cn- + = 0 (c 2Wr fng)
On cnn +An 0 n = (c' nZifn

where w n is the natural frequency corresponding to 0 n' Our experimental

results seem to show that c is a constant for all values of n.



SECTION 131

DISCUSSION

ACCURACY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The uncertainties of the experimental results came mainly from the pres-

sure control. In most runs (each spectrum required about two hours) the

internal pressure fluctuated within limits of +0.01 psig. In a few cases. a

variation of +0. UZ psig was tolerated. The latter cases occurred on days

of very hot weather during which control of the pressure appeared to be

more difficult; these cases are readily reflected in the shortness of the

spectra in Tables i-8. (Fewer data were taken under these conditions.)

Determination of the res-nance condition was difficult when there were

several natural frequencies crowded together or even coincident. The

difficulty was further accentuated by the resolution of a single theoretical

natural frequency into two because of the small asymmetries of the models

(the contribution of the seams and other geometric and dynamic irregu-

larities). Examples can be seen in Figures 15 (a), (f) and (n). Generally

the small peaks in the neighborhood of a large resonance peak were not

recorded.

Repeated tests on different days of testing for nominally the same test

conditions revealed that an uncertainty of approximately 1% in frequency

should be allowed.

THEORETICAL RESULTS

Theoretically the vibration mode6 of the cylindrical shells can be iden-

tified by the nodal lines of the radial displacements. A pair of integers,

(m, n), specifies a mode in which thei'e were m longitudinal half-waves

and n circumferential wavesor Zn circumferential nodes. The nodal

lines for radial displacements are not lines of absolute rest. for tangen-

tial displacements take place along these lines. Accordingly there are

three frequencies associated wvith each vibration pattern. The lowest



frequency is associated wAth the mode wAth predominantly radial motion.

The two higher frequencies are associated with the same radial pattern,

but with larger circumferential and longitudinal displacements. The

higher frequencies are at least about 20 times higher than that of the

predominately radial mode for cylinders whose geometrical dimensions

approach those of the test models.

Curves of frequency vs. internal pressure for each nodal pattern cross

and recross each other. Curves of frequency at a given internal pressure

for various axial wave lengths also cross and recross each other. As a

result, the frequency spectrum appears highly irregular. Several modes

may have the same or nearly the same frequency. Beating at a certain

frequency range is, therefore, to be expected.

The theoretical results for "freely supported" cylinders are plotted in

Figures 5-10. The solid curves refer to m = 1, the dotted curves to

m = Z, and the chain dots to m = 3. Frequencies for m > 3 are not plotted

here. The bending modes, n = 1, are also omitted from these plots, since

in these modes the masses attached to the ends of the cylinder contribute

significantly to the frequencies; whereas, for n -• Z, the end masses, if

rigidly connected, are of small influence. The theoretical curves in

Figures 5-1i are based on Reissner's results (Ref. 3). A comparison

of Reissner's approximate expression with the more complicated and

exact results (Ref. 4) shows that the error is small for large n, but for

n = 2 an error of the order of 5 to 10% might be expected, the exact error

being dependent upon the ratio of the radius to the axial wave lentgh. All

of the approximate frequencies are higher than the exact theoretical

values.

'i he theoretical curves in these figures are computed for freely supported

ends. The actual end conditions of the test specimens were somewhere

between freely supported and clamped. Reference 2 ;hows that, for an

urpressurized cylinder, p = 0, the frequencies for the clamped ends are

higher than those for the freely supported ends, and these frequencies

car, be estimated approximately by replacing m by (mn + c) in the formula

for the freely supported ends. The constant, c, lies Letween 0. Z to 0. 4.

The theoretical effect of the end conditions on frequency in the pressurized



case has not yet been determined. It seems evident that the theoretical

values fcr the frequencies of the test specimens should be higher than the

freely supported curves shown in Figures 5-11, the error being largest

for m = i. On the other hand, the apparent mass of air was neglected

in the theoretical curves. If it were included, the frequencies would be

lowered. These factors of opposing influences have not yet been evalu-

ated theoretically.

Tobias, in Reference 5. shows that the effect of small asymmetries in

the cylinder is to resolve a single natural frequency into two nearby

values. If a given steel cylinder, which in engineering practice is always

dynamically unsymmetrical, is excited by a small electromagnetic excitor,

the peak does not necessarily occur under the excitor. When the excitor

is rotated around a circumference of the cylinder, two locations, usually

90 degrees apart, can be determined at which the amplitude is the largest

and at which one single peak at resonance is observed at each of these

locations. The frequencies at these two locations are more or less dif-

ferent, depending on the degree of deviations fror, dynamic symmetry.

For an excitor located at any other position, two peaks appear in the

frequency response curve, usually one larger than the other. If the

asymmetry is large, these peaks move sufficiently apart to appear as

two distinct peaks.

The phenomenon referred to by Tobias makes an experimental determi-

nation of the natural frequency by resonance somewhat difficult. Some of

the extraneous frequencies that appear in Figures 5-10 are undoubtedly

due to this origin.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

The experimental results certainly showed all the important features

predicted by the theory. In examining the numerical agreement, it

should be remembered that an error of +1% in observed frequency and

a variation of +0. O psi in internal pressure (for shorter spectra, a

variation of + 0. 0Z psi) should be allowed. The discrepancy between the

I I



theory and experiment arises from several sources. The. ost important

is probably the end conditions. So far only the freely supported ends have
been studied theoretically for the pressurized cylinder. It seems worth-

while to evaluate the theoretical effects of other end conditions. The error

caused by the shallow- shell approximation could be removed on the basis

of existing theory, but the laborious computation was not attempted in

writing this report. The dynamic asymmetry is probably responsible for

some of the extraneous points recorded on Figures 5-10, also for some of

the deviations between the experimental and theoretical values. Some of
the other experimental points that do not fall on any theoretical curves may

perhaps be explained by higher values of m because curves for m > 3 are
not plotted in these figures. Curves for m> 3 would appear at higher fre-

quencies. Thus, in Figure 10, the left upper corner would have been

covered by curves of this category.

The simpler vibration modes that can be identified with the test equip-

ment all agree with the theoretical predictions.



SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS

It appears from the foregoing that the experiments and the theory, as

presented in References 1-4, are in reasonable agreement. For cylin-

ders with freely supported ends, Reissner's approximate frequency

expression is adequate for prediction at high internal pressures for all

values of n. and at lower internal pressures for n • 3. The effect of

other end conditions on the frequency should be a worthwhile subject

for further research.

The experiments reveal the complicated nature of cylinder vibration

and point to various difficulties in obtaining accurate data. Without a

theoretical background, it is virtually impossible to understand the

mass of frequency readings. Furthermore, whether a mode will be

strongly excited or not in a resonance test depends entirely on the

method of excitation; consequently, important modes may be over-

looked in a specific experimental arrangement. This points to the

extraordinary importance of theoretical calculations in the cylinder

vibration problem. On the other hand, the experimental results pre-

sented in this report show clearly that the magnitude of the response

has no simple relation to the order of the frequency in the spectrum.

Thus a very large response may occur at a frequency which is several

times the lowest one and which is of a large order in the spectrum.

Hence, in engineering applications of the cylinder vibration theory,

it is imperative that the calculations be not stopped at the first few

lowest frequencies, bat that the whole spectrum in the frequency range

of interest be examined.
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Table 3. Frequency Spectra, Model Ii-003.

p 0.00 p=O. 10 p= 0.50 p= 0.99 p= L. 4 8  p= 2. O0 p= 2.72

387 440 583 736 776 849 931
453 452 666 854 857 910 951,
563 529 788 i041 883 965 1098
631 542 1108 1108 1008 1144 i176
660 648 1182 1182 1173 1194 1207
725 697 1200
757 764
784 852

.864 1031
951 1382

1054 1398
1604
1678
1968
2211
2398
3854

p= 2.9 8  p= 3.22 p= 3 .51 p= 3.9 6  p= 4.50 p= 4 .9 5

954 968 988 1014 1040 1054
984 1G06 1198 1083 1240 1176

1142 1ziz 1232 1212 1611 1217
1420 1478 1503

1552 1564

No amplitudes were measured.

Table 4. Variation of the Lowest Frequency
with Pressure.

P f p f

00 i 387 2.72 931
011 440 2.98 954
O.21 491 3.22 968
0,30 527 3.51 988
0.40 560 3.96 1014
050 583 4.50 1040
0.85 680 4.95 1054
0.99 703
1,15 729
t,33 757
1.48 776
2.00 849



Table 5. Frequency Spectra, Model 7-001.

p= 0 p= 0.10 p=0.20 p= 0.3 0  p= 0.50 p= 1.0

f amp f amp f amp f amp f amp f amp

376 110 609 15 775 18 834 15 961 7 1194 20
4i2 90 648 40 1013 40 966 10 1223 42 1258 40
429 80 707 60 1435 40 1063 ZO 1375 120 1435 40
462 75 841 25 1467 25 1206 30 1468 46 1450 29
552 150 1225 25 1541 35 1257 15 1525 75 1634 175
594 60 1281 17 1616 28 1358 15 1751 90 1646 40
622 60 1321 27 1723 35 1439 40 1844 76 1900 50
646 70 1437 33 1940 10 1491 30 1875 25 2096 170
661 115 1510 14 1523 10 4042 15 2269 40
674 65 1615 17 1626 50 2386 80
706 25 1782 50 1670 15 2487 25
715 20 1900 35 1694 30 2524 25
727 33 1958 20 1773 60 2634 30
750 42 1836 36 3136 25
812 15 3197 30
833 35 3894 40
913 20 4510 t00
967 13 4839 60

1620 40 5472 25
2379 7

p= Z. O0 p= 2.89 p 3.50 p= 3.92 p= 4.95

f amp f amp f amp f amp f amp

1395 250 1532 50 1653 190 1698 185 181g 500
1488 360 1614 72 1777 35 1937 60 2159 210
1567 70 1712 120 1872 520 2586 30
1719 90 5356 3 2212 260 3066 60
2017 90 2235 20 3316 30
2289 40 2602 70 3390 28
2306 20 2999 50 3873 120
2598 50 3244 70 4033 80
2654 40 3446 50 4479 60
2902 85 3863 70 4569 50
3248 90 4286 140 4732 38
3652 95 4410 25 4954 70
3676 200 4502 40 5015 140
3996 70 4775 J30 5167 60
4809 200 4830 60 5207 45
5847 40 5235 60 5304 25

7631 35 6183 50
7559 20
7889 10
8637 10

'1



Table 6. Frequency Spectra, Model 3.5-001,

p= 0..50 p= 1.00 p= 3.00 p= 4.95 p= 10 p= 13 p= 16

f amp f amp f amp f amp f amp f amp f lamp

1477 40 1776 80 2402 210 2961 W00 2580 70 2598 40 2570 45
1538 20 2136 20 2668 85 3308 30 2928 40 2912 30 2904 30
1898 19 2374 20 2982 80 3707 35 3127 170 3255 220 3372 120
2474 100 2539 90 3651 25 4136 75 3302 50 3616 70 3875 120
2622 30 2625 115 4054 30 5136 25 3840 45 4195 130 4575 80
2800 50 3044 60 4400 170 4433 150 4886 40 5957 20
2849 25 3282 80 4816 25 5735 35 5619 25 7965 30
5735 20 5941 60 6198 10

p



Table 7. Frequency Spectra, Model 3. 5-002.

p = 0 p = 0.05 p = 0. 10 p= 0. 20 p = 0.30

f amp f amp f amp f amp f amp

924 22 945 80 1047 75 1166 120 1248 130
959 21 1032 340 1099 560 1196 300 1270 80

1012 580 1044 160 1120 150 1244 50 1303 200
1077 280 1136 240 1216 400 1301 40 1316 110
1167 20 1219 240 1302 50 1433 350 1454 110
1410 34 1256 70 1368 350 1485 70 1633 30
1493 16 1373 130 1437 135 1539 90 1716 100
1667 16 1419 90 1615 45 1635 75 1790 40
1720 16 1626 50 1720 60 1740 60 2101 80
2060 10 1671 125 2188 100 2019 40 2226 90
2141 10 1696 40 2216 45 2136 30 2352 110
2310 140 1764 90 2280 60 2181 80 2446 30
2325 90 1898 30 2376 110 2194 40 2541 160
2365 110 1924 30 2456 30 2365 60 2614 40
2385 140 2087 25 2516 30 2398 260 2696 30
2481 200 2131 50 2546 75 2469 60 2731 50
2547 180 2277 50 2609 60 2525 20 2781 150
2614 80 2352 125 2661 140 2672 200 2824 250
2670 60 2394 80 2769 240 2728 80 2844 220
2749 160 2463 50 2835 240 2773 100 2877 280
2773 170 2527 170 2898 310 2853 280 3053 50
2823 85 2550 150 2955 70 2943 110 3130 30
2930 60 2622 90 3149 70 3008 40 3309 50
3189 70 2670 200 3397 40 3113 30 3399 30
3282 30 2699 50 3894 40 3324 90 3817 30
3423 70 2783 180 4210 110 4259 85 4041 70
3506 100 2834 280 4509 50 5135 45 4235 70
3572 80 2869 20 4623 40 5534 40 4470 60
3710 60 2949 70 4757 50 5672 25 4659 70
3866 35 3046 40 5 0 3 7 , 50 4773 40
4214 20 3207 100 5577 40 4969 110
4419 20 3257 110 5116 40
4551 22 3513 90 5
4607 62 3735 30
4738 25 3828 30
4847 50 4051 50
5742 2Z 4170 25
6897 22 4283 90

4460 40
4672 40
4953 40
5136 40
5434 40

~ ri t it ~ -I i I ~ I II TI ~I



Table 7. Fre-quency Spectra, Model 3. 5-002 (Cont'd).

-p=0.5 p= 1.00 p= 3 .00 p= 4.95 p= 10.0

f amp f amp f amp f amp f amp

1396 150 1661 420 2215 170 2538 260 2712 64
1467 30 1830 40 2405 290 2942 300 3028 240
1540 80 2277 200 2438 70 3054 110 3179 130
1581 80 2325 250 2626 50 3266 210 3289 60
1767 105 2616 50 2847 200 3603 30 3621 120
1794 40 2783 115 2972 260 5115 40 4004 140
1864 35 2886 190 3124 100 4047 40
2065 30 3046 20 4037 90 4472 240
Z253 25 3202 40 4102 100 4520 160
2456 30 3239 200 4129 30 4556 20
2538 20 3326 150 4167 30 5500 140
2644 95 3476 20 4378 90
2768 100 4284 40
2816 130 4830 30
2845 150 5164 45
2914 320
2960 125
3062 50
3112 20
3208 35
3149 30
3208 32
3252 50
3493 110
3571 40
3692 35
4225 160
4511 20
4821 20
5004 20
5170 20
5657 ZO

,"41



Table 8. Frequency Spectra of Model 11-001 with
All Six Axial- Tension Control Bellows
Inserted and Operating.

p= 0 p= 0 p= .0

PT = 30 PT = 60 PT =60

f amp f amp f amp

301 30 246 60 874 6
386 30 305 80 969 15
422 20 350 40 1044 20
434 20 380 20 1194 50
537 25 400 20 IZ33 20
617 10 439 30 1291 40
699 40 577 10 1330 It0
778 30 607 10 i423 20
800 20 663 20 1521 100

1159 20 701 25 1729 6
1517 6 831 20 Z123 15
1606 6 905 10 2366 8
2919 8 1164 10 2556 6

1553 10 2947 5
2335 10



) APPENDIX

INTERPRETATION OF THE DAMPING MEASUREMENTS

Measurement of a Forcing Function by the Harmonic Analyzer

Let the forcing function be described by the bell-shaped curve

(w-c1• )z~1

A exp K -- ('
-J

where A and X are constants and (a is the peak frequency. Let the
response characteristic of the harmonic analyzer be described by

B exp K - )' (2

where B and p. are constants and w. is the frequency to which the

analyzer is tuned. The reading of the analyzer is therefore approxd-

mated by the integral

F 1 A- A exp exp,~( I id,,. (3)
Ci I

Letting x = - w, and a = w?- w,, then the above integral becomes

(0 (x -az d
F1 (a) A B) exp K -w (

a 2 a
A o _p + m( dy

a• I + Y7
ex + y. dy,



where

aX Wi + w2.y = X. =+L

Performing the integration gives

F (a) = A B exp (1Z -Id 14)

It is interesting to note that, if both the forcing function and the transfer

function of the harmonic analyzer appear like bell-shaped curves, then

the reading from the harmonic analyzer, as a function of the frequency

deviation (w. - wi), is a similar bell-shaped curve, and the standard

deviations of these three curves are, respectively, X, ýL, and X + ý±.

Measurement of the Cylinder Response by a Voltmeter

If the forcing function is again represented by equation (1), and the trans-

fer function for the cylinder response by another bell-shaped curve with

"standard deviation," V, r_ (•-•3Z2

C exp ' '(1

then the over-all response of the cylinder to the forcing function is given

by

A C -e---- expj--~

22

A C e xp 2p Z(+V xD (6)X

L J i
where

Z =I W . x 3

The reading of the voltmeter is the integral of this over-all value of w,

or



AC !A e,- F- (03+- c ) (7)

Thus the reading of the voltmeter as a function of w 3- WI is another

bell-shaped curve with standard deviation X + V/.

Measurement of Cylinder Response by the Harmonic Analyzer

On this measurement, the harmonic analyzer is tuned to the frequency

of the maximum response to the cylinder vibration for various values

of the forcing frequency.

From equation (6) it is seen that the frequency for maximum response

of the cylinder is that for which z = 0. When the harmonic analyzer is

tuned to this frequency, then its transfer function becomes

B e-z/2z, (8)

and its reading becomes

F 2 (w 3 -col) = A B C exp + e1 Xz

=-ABC ZW~+ 3x~- W 1)]

Thus, for this case, the reading of the harmonic analyzer as a function

of 03 -- WI is again a bell-shaped curve with the same "mean deviation,

k + v, as was obtained with the voltmeter.

Conclusions

Experiments indicated that all three measurements have roughly the same

band width, i. e., X + = X + V. The implication is that V =



To estimate ýj, we note from the Instruction Manual of the Hewlett-

Packard Model 300 A Harmonic Wave Analyzer that the band width

for an attenuation of the voltage to i 1F/ of the resonance peak (which

approximates R) is about 6.5 cycles. The average measured band

width of the frequency response curves at an amplitude ratio of i /F2
appears to be about 5-6 cycles according to the data presented in

Figures i3-i5. These results indicate that the forcing function

(oscillator) has a much narrower band width than either the analyzer

or the cylinder. Hence we may conclude that the transfer function

of the cylinder, being a bell-shaped curve, has a band width of

approximately 6 cycles at I/-•. amplitude ratio, regardless of the

frequency range. Since the damping coefficient, g, ordinarily used

in aircraft engineering, is equal to the band width at i/V- amplitude

ratio divided by the natural frequency, the experimental result shows

that the g-values so determined will vary with frequency. In other

words, the damping characteristics of the test specimens cannot be

expressed as a constant structural damping coefficient. The result

can be expressed by saying that

gf = 6 cycles,

where f is the frequencj in cycles per second.
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13 1 2 3 II 12 14 22 23 24

M=l, N=I

1Z(a). Record 12 11-001, f=550, p=0.l

Records 28(p=O. 5 ), 35(p=3. 5 ), 4 3(p=4 . 95) are identical

13 I 2 3 II 12 14 22 23 24

M=I, N=3

IZ(b). Record Z9 11-001 f=763 p=0.50

Fig, 12. Mode Shape Determination
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3 14

"9 5 20 12 3

OMM= l, (N=4>

12(c) Record 37 11-001 f=1439 p=3.5

13 1 2 3 11

0 

3

SI 20 16"

6 6
77 :

" M=Z, N:.z

IZ(d), Record 40 11-001 f=2288 p=3 . 5

Fig. 1Z Mode Shape Deternination



13 I 2 3 11 12 14 22 23 24

7 I

M=f, N=4

12(e) Record 44 11-001 f=1669 p=4 .9 5

Q-r" I i , I p-

13 1 2 7% 11 12 1&~ 23 1.0

4 21 15

9 51

91Is
M=Z, N=3

1Z(f) Record 45 11-001 f=.Z56 p=4 .95

Fig, 12 (cont'd) Mode Shape Determination
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